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FINAL REPORT

Vendor:

Huerfano County Water Conservancy District
with

Arkansas River Watershed Collaborative (ARWC)
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Pre-project Conditions
Top: Middle Creek.
Below: Cut through the alluvial fan.
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This project lies within the 2018 Spring Creek fire burn scar in the watershed immediately upstream of
the Town of La Veta in Huerfano County. The area suffered high to moderate burn severity, causing
damaging floods from accelerated runoff. The current conditions of the damaged lands have caused
incisions in the landscape, which are channeling debris flows off the burn scar and obstructing critical
escape routes. Additionally, post-fire conditions are allowing debris flows to enter the waterways in high
volumes, increasing the velocity and adding sediment and debris into the system. The incisions have cut
through a natural alluvial fan that can be used to slow and disperse the flows while capturing sediment
and debris.
Project Objective: Life safety
The proposal included:




Reconnecting the floodplain and using the alluvial fan as a natural sediment basin (Task 3);
Directing flows into the alluvial fan and away from critical escape routes (Task 2);
Installing a hardened low water crossing for grade control, protecting downstream assets and
assisting landowner with secured access (Task 1).

Goal: Protect the critical escape route from washout by flood waters.
Outcomes:
 The project resulted in 18 total structures.
 The alluvial fan is reconnected to the floodplain with a single-thread-angled channel that is
expected hold 300 to 600 cfs streamflow, depending upon bulking factor.
 A hardened low water crossing has been installed with rock rundown for grade control.
 Middle Creek stream channel has been stabilized with cross vane weirs and log sills to direct
flows away from the critical escape route. The embankment was reinforced with root wads.
 With landowner permission, the downstream neighboring property was the site of work to
remove impediments from the stream channel in order to keep the water from straying out of
the channel onto the critical escape route.
 Huerfano County Road and Bridge (HCR&B) Supervisor and Superintendent visited the project
site and approved of the resulting work. HCR&B additional work to protect the critical access
route will include raising the road bed and reinstalling the culvert for the winter to
accommodate side drainage which is still running.
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Maps of Project Area – Burn Scar:
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Project Location:

Huerfano County, Colorado
WQCC Regulation River Basin and Sub-watershed(s): Arkansas River Basin , Cucharas River Basin, Subwatershed: Middle Creek.
12 digit USGS Hydrologic Unit Code: 110200060404
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ALLUVIAL FAN (Task 3)
Root wads have been buried along a low water channel created to direct flow at an angle to the fan. In
addition, six log sills which are five logs deep have been reinforced with logs placed vertically to anchor
the sills in place. Everything is now buried.

A change for this aspect of the project was made to the original plans which resulted in no additional
cost.
Instead of the fan being only concave, a low-flow, single-thread channel was created (pictured on the
following page) to run at an angle to the road and direct flow at the angle instead of advancing head on
into the road.
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Right:
Finished
single
thread
channel.

A lesson which was learned by ARWC while working on burn scars from previous fires is that the stream
channel will find a way to carry flood waters to a pour point. It is better to give the stream the least
destructive path to the eventual pour point.
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STREAM CHANNEL (Task 2)
Before the Spring Creek fire, the original Middle Creek stream channel was narrow and carried a small
amount of water which routinely ate away at the county road. This situation was a nuisance.
After the Spring Creek fire, this situation escalated from a nuisance to a life safety hazard, which caused
HCR&B to berm up the edge of the road to try to keep it from being eroded away by the stream. HCR&B
also leveled the channel.
Work accomplished under this project included:





Lowering and widening the channel.
Placing vanes in the channel to hold the shape.
Placing sills in the channel to prevent whole scale erosion (as opposed to eroding between sills).
Removing the berm, placing root wads under it and replacing the berm.

Above: Root wads were placed in the
channel to slow the flow of flood waters.
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Although some of the root wads are visible and may not be aesthetically appealing, they are highly
functional and fulfill the goal to protect the escape route

Above: The stream channel near completion.
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LOW WATER CROSSING (Task 1)
Rocks were harvested on site to build the low water crossing, and trees with root wads attached were
used. Additional rocks for the drop were purchased from the Huerfano County Emergency Watershed
Project (EWP) contractor.

Above: Shown under the excavator are rocks and trees with root wads. The upper
end (to the right) is at grade level. The lower end, uncovered in this photo, is
functioning as a grade control.
Because the rocks used were lighter than anticipated for the rundown, the installation practice was
changed by ARWC to accommodate the lighter rock. This change order was enacted with no change in
cost. The first layer of rock was mashed into the soil with no fabric behind. The second layer was placed
in such a way that the rocks interlocked with the bottom layer. Soil was gently shaken from the
excavator bucket at intervals to fill the voids between the rocks. A subsequent layer of rock was placed
in the same way. The plan is for snow melt to trickle into the rock layers and shift the soil to further fill
any remaining voids. The result will be a stronger bond between layers. The goal is for the rock
installation to withstand a 10-year interval rainstorm event and perhaps more.
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Above: Photo of finished low water crossing.
The left side as shown in the photo is the location of the grade control.
Pending the hydrologic and hydraulic analysis, future additional work is planned upstream of this site. It
will enhance the Spring Fire Response Action work described in this report.
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REMOVE IMPEDIMENTS TO STREAM FLOW (Task 2)
In order to remove impediments to the water as it flows downhill away from the county road, a final
zero-dollar change order was made. At the request of Huerfano County, several dead cottonwoods were
removed, and rock was placed along the road. The trees were buried, and the site was cleaned up.
(Deep snow prevented a finished product photo.) The contractor donated his time for this change in the
project scope.

Above: The neighboring property downstream of the project.
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HCR&B ADDITIONAL WORK (Enhances Tasks 1 and 2)
This final photo shows the site of donated work performed by the contractor.

This small, unnamed water course sprung up after the Spring Creek fire and has continued to run,
merging with the intermittent Middle Creek. At this site, HCR&B will raise the road bed and install a
culvert for the winter to prevent ice buildup on the county road. Rocks supplied by HCR&B were placed
during this project at the request of and in cooperation with HCR&B.
For up to five years, ARWC and the landowners involved will inspect the project on an annual basis and
after each significant flood event.

Respectfully submitted,
Theresa Springer, Arkansas River Watershed Collaborative
Carol Dunn, Huerfano County Water Conservancy District
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